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Advantages

High separation of tramp oil

Extends lifetime of cutting fluids
Minimal maintenance costs
Minimal cutting fluid loss
Low power consumption
Compact design

...plus many more

Oil Skimmers
Filtration
Extends the life of cutting fluid and machinery

www.cromar.co.uk

Oil
Skimmers
SERIES
IV
Filtration
Swarf Conveyor

Screw action Oil Skimmer
Tramp oil is one of the most significant causes of quality
deterioration in cutting fluids, as well as a contributing factor
in wear and tear in tools, loss of surface finish quality, and in

7%

Cutting ﬂuid

93%

Low maintenance/operating costs

Highly efficient separation

•

Very low maintenance requirement – just 0.5 to

Oil skimmer separates out more than twice as much oil than

1 hour/year (which includes emptying the tramp

a traditional belt skimmer. The screw action oil skimmer

oil container).

separates out practically all the tramp oil while removing

Oil

scarcely any cutting fluid.

particular reduced machine tolerances.

•

If the tramp oil is not constantly separated out the cutting

resulting in an annual maintenance requirement in

1.7L*

fluid must be continuously replaced, which will involve

No need to continuously empty accumulated sludge,
excess of 8 hours per machine.

significant long-term costs. The tramp oil also contributes to
bacterial growth in the cutting fluid that are then spread by
airborne fluid particles. This can result in allergic reactions
and is also a source of foul odours in the workshop

3

environment.

Belt type oil skimmer

The Cromar screw action oil skimmer exploits the viscosity

The stainless-steel Mighty Mini is a compact belt skimmer

differential between oil and cutting fluid, with the more

designed for parts washers and machine tool coolant sumps.

viscous oil clinging to the rotating threaded device (see point

With its large discharge trough and small operating space,

3), from where it is separated out.

the Mighty Mini fits almost anywhere. The stainless-steel
construction resists rust and corrosion in harsh

How it works...

environments. It is lightweight and requires minimal
assembly. With its durable stainless-steel construction, it is

1. The tramp oil has a greater viscosity than the cutting fluid

built to give long lasting performance. The removable trough

and will therefore stick to the thread.

makes clean up fast and easy.

2

2. The oil is then drawn up the rotating thread where it

Tramp oil is one of the most significant causes of quality

is separated.

deterioration in cutting fluids, as well as a contributing factor

3. The tramp oil is continuously scraped off by a rotating

in wear and tear in tools, loss of surface finish quality, and in

metal plate that is attached to the threaded column.

particular reduced machine tolerances.

49%

Cutting ﬂuid

51%
Oil

Image for illustration purposes only

How it works...

Space-saving

The oil skimmer belt, partly submersed into contaminated

The screw action oil skimmer takes up very little space and is

Screw action oil skimmer
in situe

also very easy to install. Compared with a belt skimmer, it
represents a saving of a little over 40% in floor space.

coolant runs continuously. As it leaves the contaminated

1

coolant it collects oil that sits on the coolant surface. The oil
travels along with the belt to the discharge point, here two

MOS (Spiral type skimmer) for
applications with many solid particles

Comparison

Belt skimmer

Oil skimmer

•

•

The oil is transported by a spiral fixed to a rotating shaft

Monitoring & setting of

1h/year

None!

(100ml/h).

the belt

The solid particles fall down together with the

Monitoring & control

1h/year

None!

low-viscosity cutting fluid.

of nozzle
1h/year

None!

N/A

0.5h/year

screw (850ml/h).
•

Both systems give you the benefits of extending the life
of your cutting fluids, as well as separating only the

•

tramp oil from the coolant.
* Results from a performance test conducted at one of the largest automotive companies in the world during a test period of 6 hours.

Oil Skimmers

Belt partly submersed

plastic wipers scrape oil from the belt surface. The oil flows

SLS (Screw type skimmer) for
standard applications
High-viscosity oil is transported upwards by a rotating

0.65L*

into the tramp oil collection box.

Cleaning of oil separation
tanks
Cleaning of oil skimmer

Belt type oil skimmer in situe
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